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Abstract
This thesis investigates if automatic generation of documentation might be
possible, and attempts to create a tool that performs this through symbolic
execution. It parses and analyses a subgroup of C code, with only integers,
if-else and basic operations allowed, and attempts to create comments about
the code that would aid programmers in understanding said code. One of the
obstacles found was the difficulty in efficiently storing variable information.
The solution for this was found, as well as improving the format on comments
generated. Finally, a new strategy is presented for dealing with while-loops
in the future. While not all obstacles were circumvented, the experiment pro-
duced documentation different than source code and can be deemed worthy of
more attention in the future.
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Sammanfattning
Denna uppsats undersöker om automatisk dokumentering är möjlig, och för-
söker skapa ett verktyg som utför detta med hjälp av symbolisk exekvering.
Verktyget parsar och analyserar en delgrupp av C-kod, där endast heltal, if-else
och enklare aritmetiska operationer är tillåtna. Program inom denna delgrupp
försöks sedan sammanfattas och presenteras pedagogiskt. Ett av flera hinder
som stöttes på var svårigheten i att effektivt lagra information om variabler.
Lösningar och genvägar kring detta hittades, och även förbättringar på forma-
tet som resultatet presenteras i. En metod för framtida hantering av loopar
beskrevs kort. Även om inte alla hinder kunde undvikas helt lyckades projek-
tet producera information olik den analyserade källkoden, vilket kan tyda på
att projektet bör återbesökas i framtiden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since early on in computing technology, the term automatic programming has
been used to describe methods which reduce the workload of programmers
and make software development more efficient. In the past, research attempt-
ing to further the concept of automatic programming achieved more versatile
compilers which can optimize code, effectively eliminating the need to search
for trivial time-saves apart from code readability. When compilers were being
improved, however, developing high-level frameworks for programmers to in-
teract with compilers more easily were found to be equally important [1]. This,
because it is not enough to merely ensure that a program runs quickly, it is also
useful to a programmer to easily know if a program fulfills specifications and
runs correctly.

For this end, higher-level programming languages and IDEs were developed
to simplify the interaction between programmers and the compiler, allowing
humans to transfer specifications into machine instructions more easily. Cur-
rently, to verify correctness, programmers normally construct unit test cases
which are run during development. Programs are then verified if they pass the
tests, but what if the tests themselves have been constructed incorrectly? This
tries to be solved through formal verification, where a program is rigorously
subjected to automatic analysis. Current research also tries to generate code
automatically to meet the requirements supplied by the programmer, which
are guaranteed to fulfill said requirements [2], [3], [4]. But for these new tech-
nologies, as well as the more widely used types of formal verification, human
input is still needed.
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In this report, an experiment that tries to verify programs formally without
the use of human input will be examined. The results could then be used as
a basis to construct generated documentation for the analyzed program. For
while tools for humans to communicate with computers have matured, allow-
ing computers to explain behavior of programs to humans is just as important.
Currently, much of the automatic assistance for programmers to understand
code is present in high-level languages, aiding documentation and debugging,
but only the latter is usually automatic. The lack of automatic verification re-
duces programmer productivity, as documentation is often difficult and time
consuming to write. Lack of it also causes legacy code to become near in-
comprehensible, and updating it may be overlooked in maintenance updates,
allowing incorrect documentation to persist and cause bugs elsewhere through
incorrect use.

Other fields such as artificial intelligence seeks to construct self explainable
AI which aids developers in understanding the results of machine learning [5].
While this could potentially also allow other kinds of programs to be analyzed
and explained by AI, generating regular source code documentation is often
limited to template documentations in IDEs.

This leads to the question, since it would be extremely useful to automatically
test and summarize code, and as there have been much progress to automate
testing [6], why is there so little research on generating comments? Is it be-
cause the problem of summarizing code into understandable documentation is
a difficult problem, a trivial problem that does not provide much assistance or
simply cannot be implemented in a user friendly manner?
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1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT

1.1 Problem statement
What obstacles do we run into when we attempt to construct

a tool which generates comments for code, and how should those
obstacles be avoided or mitigated?

1.2 Approach
The problem will be answered by constructing a tool which generates docu-
mentation for simple C programs. It will use integer as its sole data type, ad-
dition, subtraction and multiplication as operators on the integers, and if-else
structures to control the flow of the program. Functions inside of the program
should also be able to call other functions defined before.

Obstacles found for such a tool will be useful to determine the potential of a
real comment generation tool. This, as nested if-structures and extensive use
of function calls are areas of coding where the risk of bugs and unnecessary
complexity is high. If the obstacles are easy to circumvent, then this bodes
well for a future tool. On the other hand, if the obstacles raises either time or
memory complexity to unreasonable levels, or if the output is less decipherable
than reading the source code directly, then it might not be relevant to revisit
the project later on.

1.3 Delimitation
The main limitation for this experiment is the absence of loops and recursion.
Although these are very important parts of programming, and perhaps more
in need of verification than if-structs and basic function calls, they introduce
complexity beyond the scope of the tool.
Nonetheless, an idea for how to automate comments for loops will be presented
in a section of the analysis.

The other limitation is integers being the only type allowed in the program. It
is hoped that the results will be general enough to disregard this limitation, as
other types might be implemented similar to integers.
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Chapter 2

Background

Concepts required for Method, Results and Analysis will be presented here.
Parsing is important since a custom parser is needed to only allow a subset of
programs, for simplification. Static verification explains different ways of ana-
lyzing code without running it. In the section of Hoare Logic, basic semantics
of program proof is described, and it details the differences between verifying
a program with human input and without. Symbolic Execution describes the
technique of executing a program using parameter symbols, extensively used
in this experiment. The loop invariant subsection briefly covers loop invari-
ants used to prove while loops. Lastly, in Expression Structure, ways to write
and simplify polynomials according to axioms are introduced.
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2.1. PARSING

2.1 Parsing
The source code of the program to be analyzed is first sent as input to lexical
analysis, which breaks down the string of data into a chain of tokens. These
tokens are then processed by a parser which creates commands, used in the
actual source code analysis.

Lexical analysis→ Parser→ Execution

The lexical analysis ensures that each token is written correctly and is recog-
nizable by the parser. The parser checks the order in which the tokens arrive,
as the order of tokens decide what type of command the parser is to construct.

2.1.1 Lexical Analysis
Lexical analysis reads an input string of source code, and sends output as to-
kens. The input string needs to be broken apart, and each part compared to a
known table of symbols or regular expressions to convert them into respective
tokens. This can be performed in polynomial time as long as each character is
not compared to known symbols and regular expressions more than once, and
so the source code needs to be analyzed in blocks [7].
For this reason, the lexical analysis should be designed such that each character
is read individually and stored into blocks, but these blocks should only be
compared to the symbol table when they are guaranteed to be completed. A
useful separator of blocks is whitespace, but other symbols can also indicate
that a block is completed.

2.1.2 Parser
The parser requires that a language grammar is defined to decide correct or-
der of tokens. The parser grammar consists of terminating symbols and non-
terminating symbols. A terminating symbol correspond directly to tokens gen-
erated by the lexical analysis, whereas a non-terminating symbol is used to de-
scribe a choice between paths, which should ultimately lead to a terminating
symbol.
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2.1. PARSING

A simple and incomplete example of such a grammar is as follows:

Email → String @ Domain . Suffix
Suffix → com | se

Here, each non-terminating symbol starts with a capital letter, and terminating
symbols are either symbols like @ or ., or starts with lower case letters. The
bar | represents a choice - this particular email can either end with .com or
.se. If no path can be chosen, the particular rule reports that it is incorrect,
which can lead to an overall invalid email. Additionally, the symbol $ will be
matched with anything, and is used to denote that a miss is okay - such as an
absence of parameters in a function header.

As for lexical analysis, there are factors which affect the effectiveness of the
parser. The type of grammar which will be used for this experiment will be
a ”Left to Right, Leftmost derivation” parser, with the depth of 1, or LL(1).
This type of parser is much used, as Left to Right is most intuitive to construct,
checking each choice from left to right, and a depth of 1 ensures that the gram-
mar will never need to backtrack. The lack of backtracking means that the first
analyzed terminating symbol in each non-terminating symbol must be unique,
so that each path is unique. Avoiding backtracking means that there is no need
to keep other paths in memory, at the same time as each token can be processed
by the parser in constant time.
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2.2. STATIC VERIFICATION

2.2 Static Verification
Static verification is the process of verifying a program without executing it,
instead deriving conclusions from analyzing its source code. This, as opposed
to dynamic verification, where test cases verify that code works through run-
ning it with different parameters, and hoping that these parameters are diverse
enough to cover all relevant cases.
Static verification can in turn be divided into deductive verification and tem-
poral model checking. Deductive verification rigorously prove correctness by
converting each line of code into a mathematical statement [8], and will be
used in this thesis. Temporal model checking, in contrast, is more concerned
with states, and creates a model of the program on which it asks questions
such as whether a specific state will at some point be reached, or if a condi-
tion will always be true. Temporal model checking was popularized when its
effectiveness was increased by exploring many states at once [9].

2.2.1 Hoare Logic
Hoare Logic is the semantics that aim to formally describe rules and axioms to
prove computer program correctness [10]. The classic Hoare Logic formula
is as follows:

{P}C {Q}

Where P and Q are conditions and C is a program sequence. P is called the
precondition, and Q the postcondition. If C is not an atomic sequence, it may
be divided into subsequences until you reach an atomary sequence. This way,
a whole program can be described as a chain of conditions and sequences:

{P}S{Q}, {Q}T{R}
{P}S;T{R}

S and T being the subsequences of C mentioned earlier, R another name for
C’s postcondition, andQ being the common post/precondition for both S and
T .
The purpose in Hoare Logic of dividing a program into parts is so that each
atomic sequence can be analyzed individually, which allows for methodical
proving of the program’s correctness. However, This can be done either for-
wards or backwards, which also changes how rules other than the sequence
dividing rule works.
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2.2. STATIC VERIFICATION

2.2.2 Strongest Postcondition
Building on Hoare’s semantics, Dijkstra introduced the terminology ”weak-
est precondition”, although the dual opposite term ”strongest postcondition”
would not be explicitly mentioned until later [11].

Originally, Hoare intended the process to start with a postcondition - the de-
sired result - and push it backwards through the program. At each sequence
it would reduce the condition into the least expressive condition that, together
with the sequence, implies the postcondition. Similarly, the strongest post-
condition is defined to be true when the postcondition and the sequence can
be derived from the precondition. This takes the proof from the beginning of
the program to the end.

{P}S{Q} if spSP =⇒ Q

{P}S{Q} if wpSQ =⇒ P

Operations allowed with these semantics are assignment, splitting sequences
and if-else structures [12]. Skipping and loops were defined in the original
Hoare semantics, but as loops and breaks are beyond the scope of this thesis,
they are not included.
sp(V := E)P = ∃v.(V = E[v/V ]) ∧ P [v/V ]

wp(V := E)Q = Q[E/V ]

sp(S1;S2)P = spS2(spS1P )

wp(S1;S2)Q = wpS1(wpS2Q)

sp(ifBthenS1elseS2) P = (spS1(P ∧B)) ∨ (spS2(P ∧ ¬B))

wp(ifBthenS1elseS2) Q = ((wpS1Q) ∧B) ∨ ((wpS2Q) ∧ ¬B)

The notation M [E/V ] here is the substitution of E into V in the set of M .
The main differences between sp and wp occur in their respective assignment
rules.
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2.2. STATIC VERIFICATION

The consequence of this is best illustrated with an example. Let {P}V :=

E{Q} be replaced by:

P 7→ (X = Y )

Q 7→ (X = 2× Y )

V 7→ X

E 7→ (X + Y )

For sp, P is known from the start and Q is unknown, but for wp, Q is known
and P unknown. sp and wp will derive Q and P respectively the following
ways:

sp: {X = Y }X := X + Y {∃v.(X = v + Y ) ∧ (v = Y )}
wp: {(X + Y ) = 2× Y }X := X + Y {X = 2× Y }

wp have found P somewhat straightforwardly, but sp introduces a quantifier
to aid the assignment of Q. This is due to the fact that the assignment have
changed X , and it can no longer be used in the expression of Q. Downsides
such as this one causes most verification software to use backwards proof, by
calculating weakest precondition. However, this requires the end state to be
known, and if not, strongest postcondition is needed [12].

2.2.3 Symbolic Execution
In symbolic execution, a program is run with symbolic arguments. This means
that each argument can be any arbitrary value of the parameter’s type. Vari-
ables declared and assigned throughout the program might not have constant
values as per usual, but its value will instead depend on the instance of the
symbolic value. Each variable is then stored as an array of values, where each
entry is a coefficient corresponding to the index of the variable. For example,
if a program contains n parameters indexed a1, a2, . . . an, a variable will be
stored as:

c a1 a2 · · · an

Variable:
[

v0 v1 v2 · · · vn

]
Where v0, v1, . . . vn are coefficients to the arguments, and c is the constant
factor. An example expression becomes, in vector form:

4a+ 3b− 6c+ 1 :
[

1 4 3 −6
]

9



2.2. STATIC VERIFICATION

Furthermore, executing a program with control flow structures such as if-else
structures will create variables with trees for values, where conditions decide
which value should be accessed [13].

Symbolic execution for simple languages, such as the one used for this exper-
iment, satisfies a commutative property which guarantees the integrity of a
result from symbolic execution. This means that if the beginning arguments
are switched with the symbols in the symbolic execution result, the answer will
be the same as if the program was initially run with those initial arguments. It
is this property that allows symbolic execution to simulate programs with all
possible arguments while preserving correctness [13].

2.2.4 Loop invariants
A loop invariant is a condition used to prove loops in Hoare logic. For it to be
a loop invariant, it needs to be true before, after and during a while-loop. In
Hoare notation, while loops are usually written for partial correctness in this
manner:

{P ∧B}S{P}
{P}whileB doS done {¬B ∧ P}

Where P is a loop invariant, B is the looping condition and S is the program
inside the loop which will be repeated.
However, a loop invariant that fulfills the requirements may be something triv-
ial, such as true, and not aid in the proof. To be useful, a stronger invariant
is needed, so that the conjunction ¬B ∧ P summarizes the work done by the
loop. This invariant, often known as strongest invariant, can contain unnec-
essary information - a more apt phrase for the desired invariant is a strong
enough invariant.

Finding such an invariant is not easy, and may in some cases be undecidable
[14], which complicates things for automated proofing tools.
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2.3. EXPRESSION STRUCTURE

2.3 Expression Structure
As the experiment program will attempt to use the results of symbolic execu-
tion and present it as comments for source code, some techniques for format-
ting a variable return value are needed.
Before deciding on a method to represent variables in an understandable way,
one must first decide on what makes a mathematical expression understand-
able. This can be done by declaring axioms, which each expression should aim
to fulfill. Such axioms could be an axiom of associativity, where each paren-
thesis should be calculated, commutativity where terms are put in alphabetical
order, and exponent rules where exponents are always added.

• Associativity: (w + x) + (y + z) = w + x+ y + z

• Commutativity: 3(x+ y)z2 = 3z2(x+ y)

• Exponent rules: (am)n = am+n

However, it is not always clear whether using an axiom will result in a simpler
equation or not. For example, consider x(a+ b+ c+d), which using the asso-
ciativity axiom is ”simplifies” to xa+xb+xc+xd. This resulting expression
would perhaps be considered as more complex than the former.
The naive solution would be for the tool to pick whichever axiom produces
the simplest expression. However, as longer expressions sometimes make for
easier integration, users often desire that a tool presents a result in a format
relevant to the context [15].
Once adequate axioms have been chosen, the implementation of operations is
just as important. In programs that perform expression simplification, such as
Wolfram Alpha, all mathematical expressions analyzed are considered to have
a tree structure.

+

c *

d ∧

x 2

The tree for c+ d ∗ x2
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2.3. EXPRESSION STRUCTURE

The tree is then manipulated according to the chosen axioms. For example,
the axiom of associativity that all addition be in one single subexpression, or
the root node in the case of tree analogy. Similarly, the commutativity axiom
states that all consecutive multiplications be grouped together into one.

+

+

*

*

+

u v

w

x

y

z

→

+

*

+

u v

w x

y z

↓

+

*

u w x

*

v w x

y z

(((u+ v) ∗ w) ∗ x+ y) + z = (u+ v) ∗ w ∗ x+ y + z = uwx+ vwx+ y + z

Using axioms and implementations such as these, a way to adequately repre-
sent the variables from symbolic execution becomes possible, as each param-
eter correspond to its own symbol in an expression tree.
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Chapter 3

Method

As declared in the background subsection of symbolic execution, an experi-
mental tool can simulate an execution of a program using symbolic values, and
a normal execution with real parameters will be isomorphic to the execution’s
result where symbolic values are replaced with real values. To see if this tech-
nique can be used in practice to produce comments for code, a subset of the C
programming language will be defined. Test programs within this subset will
be analyzed and parsed, then summarized, and from the summary, adequate
strings will be produced that can be inserted before each function, and they
should give a good impression of what operations the function performs and
what value it returns depending on runtime arguments.
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3.1. EXAMPLE TESTS

3.1 Example tests
To give a better understanding of what kind of C-code is examined, a few
examples of the most important tests used in the experiment are presented
here.

int bar ( int a, int b) {
int c =2* a;
int d=b;
int e=d-c +3;
return e *2;

}

int conjugacy ( int x, int y) {
int a = x + y;
int b = x - y;
return a * b;

}

int glob = 7;
int globchange () {

glob = 3 + glob ;
return glob ;

}

int alpha = 9;
int difficult ( int x, int y) {

alpha = globchange () + glob ;
return conjugacy ( alpha , glob );

}

Function bar does a few simple calculations and tests if the lexical analysis can
create the correct tokens even though many symbols are written next to each
other. conjugacy takes x and y, and should outputs x2 − y2. globchange

increases the value of the global variable by 3, and this should be somehow
documented, apart from its return value. difficult calls globchange, adds
to it the changed glob variable, and calls conjugacy with the local variable
alpha and glob.
ifhard below is a test with simple calculations, but tests nested if-structures,
and returns the sum of two variables with different if-trees at the end.
int ifhard ( int a, int b, int c, int d) {

int x = 0;
if (a) {

x = 1;
if (b) {

x = 2;
}

}
if (c) {

x = 3;
}
int y = 0;
if (d) {

y = 1;
}
return x+y;

}

14



3.2. PARSING THE C-CODE

3.2 Parsing the C-code
The lexical analysis takes the file input string as argument, and stores charac-
ters in blocks. It then checks if the next read character will cause the currently
stored block to be compared to members of the table of terminating symbols.
Whitespace characters always ends blocks, as well as the terminating symbols
in the table on the next page that belong to the subclass ”symbols”. When a
new character does not share the type of the characters in the block, the block
also ends. This allows expressions to be written more compactly, such as the
test function bar, instead of there needing to be whitespace in between each
character. It also makes the comparison occur more rarely, avoiding unneces-
sary complexity.
A difficult case is the symbol for equality, which is composed of two equal
characters. As the equality character stops a block and forces it to be com-
pared to the symbol table, it might prevent the equality from being detected
and instead registering two assignment symbols. This is circumvented by stor-
ing the symbol that stopped the previous sequence in a new block, and check
it during the next iteration instead.

The grammar, as seen on the next page, is set to parse functions and global
variables. The type of functions can be either void or int, though variables can
only be of type int. A function may take an arbitrary amount of parameters
including zero. In each scope inside a function or if-structure, lines of variable
declaration, assignment, return statement and if statements are possible. In the
if statement condition, the boolean may be an int value or a comparison be-
tween two. Expressions, used in declaration, assignment and return, consists
of a sequence of values separated by plus, minus or multiplication operators.
Each valuemight be an integer, a name of a variable or parameter, or a function
call. The function call in turn takes an arbitrary list of values as argument.

15



3.2. PARSING THE C-CODE

1. Lexical analysis symbol table 2. Parser grammar

chars: ”int” typeint

”return” return

”if” if

else name

digits: ”ˆ\-?\d+$” int

symbols: ”+” +

”-” -

”*” *

”=” =

”==” ==

”<” <

”>” >

”(” (

”)” )

”{” {

”}” }

”;” ;

”,” ,

Prg → PrgPart Prg | $
PrgPart → void name FuncDef | Var Def
Def → FuncDef | = ExprStart ;

FuncDef → ( ParamStart ) { Code }
ParamStart → Var ParamLoop | $
ParamLoop → , Var ParamLoop | $

Code → Line Code | $
Line → VarDef | Assign | Return | If

VarDef → Var = ExprStart ;
Assign → name = ExprStart ;
Return → return ExprStart ;
If → if ( Val Comp ) { Code }

Comp → < Val | > Val | == Val | $

Var → Type name
Type → typeint

ExprStart → Val ExprLoop
ExprLoop → Oper Val ExprLoop | $
Oper → + | - | *

Val → name FuncCall | int

FuncCall → ( CallStart ) | $
CallStart → Val CallLoop | $
CallLoop → , Val CallLoop | $

16



3.3. ENTERING AND EXITING SCOPES

3.3 Entering and exiting scopes
Declaring a new function, or making an if statement, enters a new scope. The
new scope will have the parameters of the function argument, if entered by a
function declaration, and any if-scope will inherit the parameters of the pre-
vious scope. If entering a scope by function declaration, all variables defined
outside of the function (global variables) will be used as parameters for the
function also. Se sample foo below.
// defining glob in the origin scope sets it as a

global variable
int glob = 1;

// foo has a parameter x, but also the indirect
parameter glob

int foo ( int x) {
...
if (x) {

// same parameters in this scope
}

}

Within each scope, two sets of variables are stored - local variables, and changed
variables.
Local variables are variables defined only in the current scope, and upon ex-
iting the scope, they are deleted. Changed variables, however, are variables
defined previously, and used in some kind of assignment in the current scope.
Upon exiting a scope, either by reaching the end of an if-struct, or using the
return keyword, all changed variables are recorded. This is done either by
storing the value in its previous variable but under a condition, if exiting an if-
struct, or by altering the end function result, if exiting via the return keyword.
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3.4. DECLARING AND ASSIGNING VARIABLES

3.4 Declaring and Assigning Variables
The only difference between declaring and assigning variables is how they
are stored - if they are declared as local, or assigning a previous value. Their
shared expression are calculated in the same way, and stored similarly, using
an array filled with coefficients that correspond to the parameter list together
with a constant, as described in subsection 2.2.4.
When either declaring or assigning, the resulting variable will be set to an ex-
pression. As the expression can contain constants, parameters or even other
variables, operators between these value types are needed. But since parame-
ters and constants can be converted to variable vectors, the operations can be
done through normal vector operations:

(2a−b)+(3b−4a)+3 =

 0

2

−1

+

 0

−4
3

+

3

0

0

 =

 3

−2
2

 = 2b−2a+3

3.5 Variable structure when storing if-struct
results

As mentioned in section 3.3, the changed variables must be stored somehow
when exiting an if-struct, otherwise the potential value change when the if
condition is met will be lost. One possible way to record this information is
to store all variables as trees. The tree of variables that are only used in their
local scope will consist of a root element only, but values that are changed
extensively may develop trees as complex as the code that changes them.

if c

x = 3 if a

if b

x = 2 x = 1

x = 0

The tree for x in function ifhard

if d

y = 1 y = 0

The tree for y in function ifhard
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3.6. RETURNING VALUES AND PRESENTING DATA

In the picture on the previous page, which illustrates trees from the test func-
tion ifhard, the left path of each node corresponds to the if-condition being
true, and the right path is when the condition is false. Each leaf is a possible
value, and consists of an array of coefficients as described earlier.

3.6 Returning values and presenting data
Anytime the return keyword is used, the function scope is exited. For this
reason, the return statement is only allowed at the end of a function.
If the return value does not depend on any conditions, and if no global variables
have been changed, the return value will simply print the resulting expression
of the function.
// From parameters : a, b is returned :
// -4*a + 2*b + 6
int bar ( int a, int b) {

...

The axioms used for formatting expressions is the same as described in section
2.3. The axioms are also forced to always produce the same result, disregard-
ing combinations which might shorten the expression. With the Associative
axiom, all terms are separated. The Commutative axiom allows all parame-
ters to be written in order, and the exponent rule ensures that any exponent is
always a whole number.
If one or more global variables has been changed, it should print a line declar-
ing that global variables have been changed, along with a list of changes:
// From parameters : is returned :
// glob + 3
// changed global variables :
// glob = glob + 3
int changeglob () {

...

Last but not least, if a value is not a single root node but a whole tree of condi-
tions and values, then the tree must be printed for the return variable, and the
same for each global variable. This is also one of the major obstacles of the
experiment, and will be examined in the result chapter.
// From parameters : a, b, c, d is returned :
// ???
int ifhard ( int a, int b, int c, int d) {

...
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Chapter 4

Result

This chapter presents the obstacles found when implementing the program
described in the Method. The first section shows the issue of variable repre-
sentation that occurs when storing the resulting expression of multiplication.
The second section also describes an obstacle concerning storage, but due to
if-structs instead. The last section formulates the question whether the exper-
iment will be relevant at all, if the output is too generic.

The next chapter, Analysis, suggests solutions for the problems described here.
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4.1. VARIABLE REPRESENTATION

4.1 Variable Representation
The parameter vector used up until this point has a major flaw in that it only
stores coefficients for linear parameters. When using addition and subtraction
only, this is not an issue. But with multiplication, any operation not involving
constants become troublesome. Consider the expression:

a ∗ (a− b) = a2 − ab

Neither a2 nor ab can be entered into the parameter vector, [c, a, b]. Tomake the
parameter vector support expressions with nonlinear terms, the vector would
need to be extended to [c, a, b, a2, ab]. This would introduce much complexity,
since some kind of metadata would need to be present to explain which entry
of the parameter vector belongs to which combination of parameters. This
metadata would also be needed to be stored after a function scope has been
exited.
It would also mean that whenever a new combination of parameters is needed,
all other variables in the scope would require their respective vectors to be up-
dated.

The issue can also be visualized as vector operations:
0

1

0

 ∗ (

0

1

0

−

0

0

1

) =


0

1

0

 ∗


0

1

−1


While addition and subtraction of variable vectors correspond nicely to vec-
tor operations, the normal methods of vector multiplication are not applicable
here. This since the dot product of two vectors is a number, and the cross
product is a vector with the same length as the previous - neither of which is a
vector with increased length, the desired output.
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4.2. OPERATIONS ON TWO VARIABLES WITH EXTENSIVE
IF-STRUCTURES

4.2 Operations on two variables with exten-
sive if-structures

In contrast to predictions before starting the experiment, exiting an if-structure
did not impede on progress. Due to the structure of the variable if-tree and each
branch leading either to the left subtree if its condition evaluates to true or the
right if it evaluates to false, when exiting a scope, one can simply set the ”else”
result of the if-tree to the current variable tree:

if c

x = 3 if a

if b

x = 2 x = 1

x = 0

+

Appending the old tree to the new if(c)-tree (after row 10 in function ifhard)

This way, the most recent condition check c takes priority - if c is true, and
the value is set to three, it does not matter what happens in the right side of
the tree since the value in c was the most recently entered conditional value.
But it does not only preserve correctness by maintaining the order in which
they are assigned - the operation is also fast, as no copying or restructuring is
needed. Access to conditional values in the tree is also relatively quick, the
time complexity corresponding linearly to the size of the program since the
amount of if-else nodes is limited by source code.

The issue that arises is that when performing an operation on two variables
with extensive if-structures at once, the if-else nodes are no longer limited by
source code.
To preserve correctness, every possible path needs to be explored as otherwise
information could get lost, as the experiment is based on strongest postcondi-
tion logic. However, when adding two variables, all their individual possible
values must be taken into account - as such, all combinations must be stored
in the result.
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4.3. IF-STRUCTURE PRESENTATION

The following tree illustrates this problematic behavior, as a tree resulting from
operations may grow exponentially with source code size:

if c

if d

x = 4 x = 3

if a

if b

if d

x = 3 x = 2

if d

x = 2 x = 1

if d

x = 1 x = 0

The tree for x + y in function ifhard

Notice that the added subtrees are all the same - only their internal values are
different. This gives a hint that there may be a better way to express variables
other than if-trees, or optimize through metadata to avoid the issue.

4.3 If-structure presentation
Desired output for test function ifhard, omitted in section 3.6:
// From parameters : a, b, c, d is returned :
// if c:
// if d: 4 else : 3
// else if a:
// if b:
// if d: 3 else : 2
// else if d: 2 else 1
// if d: 1 else 0
int ifhard ( int a, int b, int c, int d) {

...

These comments are unsatisfactory as they repeat many conditions, much like
the previous obstacle. They also too much resemble if-else source code, so
much that the question arises whether a comment generating tool for flow con-
trol is needed at all.
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Chapter 5

Analysis

In this chapter, the results of the experiment - the obstacles of attempting to
create a comment generating tool - are attempted to be solved, or at least mit-
igated.

Solutions are arranged in order of how much they have been implemented
in the experiment, with Variable Representation being completely tested, If-
structure storage and presentation of output being partially implemented, and
the loop analysis being merely an idea for future research.
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5.1. SOLUTION TO VARIABLE REPRESENTATION

5.1 Solution to Variable Representation
Due to reasons explained in the previous chapter, variable vectors are unfit
to represent variables when multiplication of variables are taken into account.
When searching for a replacement data structure for variables to accommodate
multiplication, a matrix comes to mind. A matrix would not be limited to only
linear coefficients, but would accommodate any combination of variables.
As an example, the matrix for a, b would be:


a0 a1 · · · an

b0 v0,0 v1,0 · · · vn,0
b1 v0,1 v1,1 · · · vn,1
... ... ... . . . ...
bm v0,m v1,m · · · vn,m


For a function with parameter names a and b, each entry vi,j corresponds to
the coefficient c in c ∗ ai ∗ bj . The coefficient at entry i = 0, j = 0 is al-
ways the constant number in the expression, no matter what parameters are
present. Addition, subtraction and multiplication operations are defined in the
following fashion:

Addition/subtraction: Add/subtract every value vi,j inmatrix 1 to/from vi,j
in matrix 2.

Multiplication: For each entry vi,j in matrix 1, create a new matrix
where every value in matrix 2 is multiplied by vi,j
and shifted i columns and j rows. Add all matrices
and return result.

A variable whose current value is the previously used expression a ∗ (a − b)

in such a format would instead be:

a ∗ (a− b) =

(
0 1

0 0

)
∗

(
0 1

−1 0

)
=

(
0 0 1

0 −1 0

)

Notice that when shifting the values during multiplication to simulate mul-
tiplication of parameters, it appears as if empty arrays are inserted into the
variable matrix, instead of each value being moved. This insight will later be
used to attempt to implement multiplication of parameter and variable as an
operation with constant time complexity.
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5.1. SOLUTION TO VARIABLE REPRESENTATION

But although the idea of a variable matrix allow all possible combination of
parameters with the potential of a fast multiplication operation, it is difficult
to implement. Each time the matrix need to be enlarged, would a new matrix
need to be defined, and its previous contents be copied over? Or should ma-
trices be preallocated, and if so, how much? When more than two parameters
are used, it would cease to be a matrix in only two dimensions and instead
be n-dimensional. Space occupied would then become a major issue, since a
single term with order x would require nx zeroes to be allocated.

A better solution is needed, one that possess the flexibility of the matrix solu-
tion and does not waste unused space. The solution is to store the variable as
an ordered map, with an underlying tree structure.
The key elements in the variable map are vectors whose entries ki correspond
to the exponent of parameter i in the term. The values of the map are the
coefficients. As an example:

5 ∗ a2 ∗ b ∗ c3 = 5 ∗

2

1

3


The exponent keyvectors and coefficient values can be stored in an ordered
map due to the relative ease that a comparison operator can be defined for the
keyvectors. Simply check the entries of both vectors with the same index, and
the first vector to have a smaller number than the other is considered lesser.
An example of such a variable map:

[2, 1] : −1

[1, 2] : 1

[0, 0] : 4 [0, 1] : 1

[2,2]: 3

The ordered map for 3a2b2 − 2a2b+ ab2 + b+ 4

This method of storage, versus a variable matrix, does not waste any space
as only nonzero nodes exist in the map. It also keeps the variable entirely in
order, so it can be printed with ease, while also receiving the normal benefits
of a tree structure such as logarithmic average time complexity for access and
editing.
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5.1. SOLUTION TO VARIABLE REPRESENTATION

Addition, subtraction andmultiplication operators are defined for variablemaps
in a similar way as with variable matrices:

Addition/subtraction: Add/subtract every value at index [a1, a2, . . . an] in
map a to/from entry at the same index in map b, or
define it if it does not exist. If the value becomes 0,
delete it.

Multiplication: Create a new variable map. For each entry
[a1, a2, . . . an] : av in map a and for each entry at
index [b1, b2, . . . bn] : bv in map b, if av + bv 6= 0

add [a1 + b1, a2 + b2, . . . an + bn] : av + bv to the
new variable map.

An example multiplication, using the expression a ∗ (a− b) once again but in
a simplified variable map notation:

a *

{
< [1, 0], 1 >

< [0, 1],−1 >

}
=

{
< [2, 0], 1 >

< [1, 1],−1 >

}

With this, the obstacle can be seen as solved, since variables can be stored and
manipulated within reasonable complexity. However, earlier in the variable
matrix implementation it was observed that multiplying parameters with vari-
ables could be a constant operation. For variable maps, however, it is linear
since every entry in the map must be updated.

To achieve constant time on multiplication between parameters and variable
maps, every keyvector value ki must refer to a value outside of the keyvector,
as illustrated by the following reiteration of example a ∗ (a− b):

a ∗
{
< [a1, b0], 1 >,< [a0, b1],−1 >

}
va = [0, 1], vb = [0, 1]

=

{
< [a1, b0], 1 >,< [a0, b1],−1 >

}
va = [1, 2], vb = [0, 1]

Where the keyvector values instead point to exponent values outside of the
vector. Multiplication then only need to update the outer array, which could
be more efficient if the same exponents are repeated often. However, the com-
plexity that this solution might bring prevented it from being used in this ex-
periment, but is worth consideration in a future version.
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5.2. SUGGESTION FOR IF-STRUCTURE PROBLEM

5.2 Suggestion for if-structure problem
As noticed earlier, the nature of verification through strongest postcondition
demands that every path be accounted for. Thus is it impossible to completely
avoid the exponential nature of operations on variables that both contain condi-
tional values, but it can be drastically limited in comparison to the tree solution.

One of the inherent drawbacks of the tree solution is that it preserves correct-
ness based on order of insertion. If the following piece of code was inserted
into the ifhard function:
int ifhard ( int a, int b, int c, int d) {

...
if (c) {

x = 4;
}
return x + y;

}

Then the tree will simply append the new value of ifc : 4 to the x-tree without
eliminating the previous value, as illustrated in the tree below:

if c

x = 4 if c

x = 3 if a

if b

x = 2 x = 1

x = 0

+

Appending an if(c) conditional value to the x-tree that already contains if(c)

This new tree would behave correctly, receiving the value 4 if c is true, but
unnecessarily traverse the next node, as well as ignoring any content on the left
branch of the old c condition. The tree could trim away duplicate conditions
at each insertion, but this would not affect correctness and add much overhead
to the insertion algorithm.
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5.2. SUGGESTION FOR IF-STRUCTURE PROBLEM

To avoid the tree solution and the duplication of data that arises on repetitions
of the same condition, correctness should not depend on order of insertion. To
achieve this, stored conditions should also specify which other conditions may
not be true in order to access the conditional value. The conditional values of
the full expression x+ y in the ifhard test function would then become:

4 : c ∧ d

3 : (c∧!d) ∨ (a ∧ b∧!c ∧ d)

2 : (a ∧ b∧!c∧!d) ∨ (a∧!b∧!c ∧ d)

1 : (a∧!b∧!c∧!d) ∨ (!a∧!c ∧ d)

0 : !a∧!c∧!d
Where : specifies that the righthand condition must be true for the lefthand
value to be returned. Due to the usage of the logical or operator, each value is
only mentioned once.

This trait of uniqueness in the newfound way to express conditional variables
as conjunctions allows the values to be separated from the conditions, and the
conditions may instead store a pointer towards the value they result in when
they resolve to true. As each value may be a complicated expression, this
potentially saves much space.
However, the predicates of the conjunctions, or the conditions of each if-structure,
may also be complex and duplication of them should be avoided. This could be
accomplished by each sequence storing pointers to their if-conditions, along
with a boolean whether they need to evaluate to true or false.
Below is an example graph of such a structure, using the previous list of con-
ditional values. The red vertices are values, blue vertices are conditions and
the gray boxes are conjunctions of conditions, storing pointers to the other ver-
tices. Each pointer is marked with an edge:

0 1 2 3 4

!a∧!c∧!da∧!b∧!c∧!d!a∧!c ∧ da ∧ b∧!c∧!da∧!b∧!c ∧ d c∧!da ∧ b∧!c ∧ dc ∧ d

a !a b !b c !c d !d
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5.2. SUGGESTION FOR IF-STRUCTURE PROBLEM

The graph may seem convoluted, but as the example is slightly complicated
and each edge symbolizing a mere pointer, this should be of little concern.

The pointer solution prevents duplication of values, as previously stated, which
means that the set of values will be linear in size. The same goes for con-
ditions, although they each seem to be duplicated once in the graph. Every
negated condition with is own vertex is but for clarity - the conjunction store
a boolean for whether the condition is true or false.

The set of conjunctions can also be further optimized. One of the reasons for
abandoning the tree structurewas to avoid the same conjunction being repeated
in the source code, and determining the present value of a variable should also
be done quickly. These specifications would desire that the conjunctions be
stored in a map, so that duplicate values may not be stored and access is easy.
Incidentally, the conjunctions do have a simple yet efficient hash function. If
each condition and its negation are added to an array of zeroes and ones, one
representing presence of the condition and zero representing absence, then the
array can be described as a unique binary number. Multiplying each entry with
2 to the power of its index will then produce a unique hash.
Example using one of the conjunctions in the x+ y expression:

a !a b !b c !c d !d

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
a∧!b∧!c ∧ d= 1 ∗ 27+ 0 ∗ 26+ 0 ∗ 25+ 1 ∗ 24+ 0 ∗ 23+ 1 ∗ 22+ 1 ∗ 21+ 0 ∗ 20+=150

Both conditions and their negations are needed since sometimes, a conjunc-
tion contain neither of them.

To illustrate the data structure better, the conjunction a∧!b∧!c∧dwill be stored
in the hashed map in the following fashion:[

0, 1, 2, 3, 4
]

︷ ︸︸ ︷
...

150
...︸ ︷︷ ︸

→
[
(·, 1), (·, 0), (·, 0), (·, 1)

]
: ·

[
a, b, c, d

]
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5.3. SUGGESTION FOR WRITING IF-STRUCTURE COMMENTS

Where 150 is the index in the map, each parenthesis in the conjunction array
contain a pointer to its condition and a boolean to signify if the condition is
negated or not, and the pointer outside of the ’:’ points to the value which is
the result of the conjunction being true.

This solution does not completely reduce the complexity of a variable’s con-
ditional value to source code size - in fact, the conjunction arrays can still get
highly complex, independently of source code size - but it at least prevents the
expressions of values and conditions from making it worse.
Also worth mentioning is that this solution is a mere suggestion - due to time
limitations, it was not implemented in practice, in contrast to the previous
solution on variable representation.

5.3 Suggestion for writing if-structure com-
ments

Thanks to the solution presented in the previous section, there is some inspi-
ration for creating a new way of writing if-structures as comments. Instead of
writing the conditional value in its tree structure, the function return value can
be written as a list of values depending on conjunctions of conditions:
// From parameters : a, b, c, d is returned :
// 4 if c∧d
// 3 if c∧!d or a∧b∧!c∧d
// 2 if a∧b∧!c∧!d or a∧!b∧!c∧d
// 1 if a∧!b∧!c∧!d or !a∧!c∧d
// 0 if !a∧!c∧!d
int ifhard ( int a, int b, int c, int d) {

...

Writing the return value in a different way than as a tree is critical to the use-
fulness of the whole experiment, as the same information would otherwise be
gained simply reading the source code - provided that the source code is cor-
rectly and efficiently written. In its conjunction list form, more insights can
be gained from the comments such as the exact preconditions required for the
return value to resolve to 2.
In a finished version of the tool, there may be options to write conditional val-
ues in list or tree form, depending on what is preferred. The finished would
also need to account for expression size, perhaps spreading out expressions or
conjunctions on several lines if their sizes get too big.
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5.4. IDEA FOR LOOPS

Alternatively, if the conditions are non-trivial, each condition used in the con-
junction list might be represented by an alias defined outside of the conjunction
list, for the sake of avoiding repetition. An example below of the ifhard func-
tion, with the a, b, c, d conditions replaced by conditions each with an operator
in them:
// From parameters : a, b, c, d is returned :
// 4 if z∧w
// 3 if z∧!w or x∧y∧!z∧w
// 2 if x∧y∧!z∧!w or x∧!y∧!z∧w
// 1 if x∧!y∧!z∧!w or !x∧!z∧w
// 0 if !x∧!z∧!w
// where x, y, z, w are :
// x = a < b
// y = b == c
// z = c < 3
// w = d != a
int ifhard ( int a, int b, int c, int d) {

int x = 0;
if (a < b) {

x = 1;
if (b == c) {

x = 2;
}

}
if (c < 3) {

x = 3;
}
int y = 0;
if (d != a) {

y = 1;
}
return x+y;

}

5.4 Idea for loops
As mentioned in subsection 2.2.4, finding sufficiently strong loop invariants
is a difficult problem that forces automated proofing tools to resort to heuris-
tics to find decent invariants. To circumvent the future issue of finding loop
invariants to while loops, an alternative method is presented here. Not much
research has been performed yet, so the idea might have already been proven
false, but if not then it would help achieve the original goal of the tool im-
mensely.
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5.4. IDEA FOR LOOPS

The tool could first summarize the contents of the loop, and classify it as one
operation, denoted by *. This loop operation would take the state of the pro-
gram as an argument, and return the next iteration’s program state.

loop_operation : state 7→ state

Replacing the operations of a loop body with this function, consider the altered
program below:
begin_state ;
state = begin_state ;
while ( state != ending_state ) {

state *= state ;
}

The beginning state is the precondition of the loop. It sets the loop variable
state to the beginning state, and performs the loop operation on the current
state, using the current state as argument. When the loop variable reaches the
end state, the loop ends.
Now, a groupG of program states can be defined, using the beginning state as
its generating element under the loop operation. If the loop operation is closed
under the loop operation, this should cause the state variable to always stay
within the group as the only operations acting on it will be other members of
the same group.
Since the operation on state at each iteration of the loop is using state as
argument, the values that state takes should be:

begin_state1, begin_state2, begin_state4, begin_state8...

The group G might be a finite group, and if so state will loop back around,
visiting the same values as before. It might miss elements of the group, either
if the finite group G is a subgroup of the whole program state group, or if
the group is not finite. Termination will then depend on whether state will
eventually reach the end state. Rephrased, the program terminates if, and only
if:

end_state = begin_statex, where x ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, ...}

It would then not only be possible to calculate whether the program terminates,
but also how many times the loop runs by simply taking the logarithm of the
end state order.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

To briefly summarize, the experiment resulted in a few major obstacles being
discovered. These were the storage of values by their expressions and condi-
tional structure, as well as the presentation of said structure.

The value’s expressions caused issues when multiplying parameters, creat-
ing values with order higher than 1 which the parameter vector from an older
project could not handle. This was solved by storing each term of the expres-
sion in an ordered map, placing the term exponents in a vector and using said
vector as key to the coefficient value.

If operations were performed on two different variables with extensive condi-
tional values, one variables conditional tree would be copied into each leaf of
the other variable’s conditional tree, with altered values. Needless to say, this
could cause trees to grow exponentially, and much data being duplicated or
even unnecessarily stored. This could have been mitigated by storing the vari-
able’s conditional values as hashtables of conjunctions instead, which would
have pointers to conditions and values. The exponential nature of the conjunc-
tions themselves would stay the same, but duplication would be lessened.

Due to the discovery of the conditional value table, the presentation of data
could be improved, by providing comments with an alternate format other than
the if-tree structure, which would too much resemble source code and thus be
seemingly useless. Instead, the list of values with their required conjunctions
would be commented, along with aliased conditions if necessary.
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Additionally, a strategy for dealing with loops using already constructed tools
of summarizing code was presented, which aims to decide if loops terminate
and how many times they will run. Without much testing, proving or even
researching, the idea might soon be a failure, but it gives hope of managing to
dynamically summarize an arbitrary while loop.

In conclusion, the future looks daunting, as the efficiency of many of the al-
gorithms and data structures presented in the report has not been proved, so
their success is not guaranteed. Despite them, the experimental tool might still
fail to perform when faced with tests designed to check its limits. However,
as the presentation of data was different than that of source code, there could
be some use of a tool that generates comments from source code. Addition-
ally, instead of generating comments, data might be presented as an alternate
way of expressing the program, suggesting a change of source code according
to selected axioms. These potential benefits give some hope and purpose for
further research.
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Chapter 7

Previous work

Symbolic execution has recently received more attention in research, espe-
cially for augmenting existing automated proof tools by finding loop invariants
when other methods fail [16]. The exponential nature of symbolic execution
paths causes focus to be placed on how to simplify paths through interpolation
and ignoring unnecessary paths [17]. There has also been some attention on
compiler optimization for symbolic execution, as normal optimizations only
apply to regular execution[18].

Other research projects in symbolic execution has put more focus on verifica-
tion, and less if none of its usefulness for describing source code pedagogi-
cally. Due to this background, the results from this thesis differentiates from
previous work despite not exploring more advanced concepts as other studies
have done, and would therefore contain some relevancy.
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